MAKING YOUR CHAIR WORK FOR YOU

Magic Mobility wheelchairs can be found on building sites, farms, stables, national parks – all allowing people to continue to work.

HIT THE ROAD

Or the sand, or the bush, or the snow.*

*Not to be driven through water

DO YOU KNOW YOUR LIMITS?

The Extreme X8 will help you find them, challenge yourself and embrace your freedom.

"WE HAVE A SIX ACRE PROPERTY AND THE EXTREME X8 ALLOWS ME TO GET TO ALL THE UNEVEN TERRAINS AND SEE PARTS OF THE FARM THAT I HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO ACCESS IN FOUR YEARS! THANK YOU FOR GIVING ME MY FREEDOM AND INDEPENDENCE."

Michael Trost
Maryland USA

Extreme X8
OFF-ROAD AND OFF THE MAP
MAGIC MOBILITY
EXTREME X8

The Magic Mobility Extreme X8 gives you the freedom that you always knew you had. The X8 will be your partner to just about any destination. Sand, snow and every terrain you can throw at it. With unrivaled off-road performance and reliability, the X8 is perfect for outdoor adventurers, explorers and rural workers. If the great outdoors is where you want to be, the Extreme X8 is waiting to take you there.

Basic specifications:*
- Length: 45½" (19½" with swingaway legrests)
- Width: 28"
- Seat to floor height: 18½"
- Weight limit: 400lbs (340lbs with lift and tilt)
- Top speed: 6.2mph
- Motors: 700W Gear in Line
- Wheels: Off-road 14" (145/70–6) black
- Batteries: Group 24, 75Ah LA/AGM and Gel
- PENNY and GILES controller with LCD display (R-Net)
- Centre post legrest with one piece footplate
- Sling backrest and rehab seat pan (from 12"–23" wide).

Rehab positioning:
- Power options: 12" seat lift, tilt (45 degrees), power recline, lay down, power elevating legrests
- Seating and backrests: MPS, rehab backrest and adjustable seat pans and custom seating
- Headrests and mounts: MPS, rehab legrests: centre post, side mount, swingaway, power elevating
- Footplates: 1 or 2 piece fixed/flip up/angle adjustable, any custom requirement
- A full range of armrests, straps, pads, harness, restraints, supports are all available from our extensive catalogue.

Options and accessories:
- One-click activator (CJSM 2 or JSM joystick)
- 24V LED Lighting kit
- USB charger
- Jack
- Luggage rack, bag hooks, gun mounts, bags, pockets, keep safe secret boxes, tables, drinks holder, oxy and vent carriers
- Special controls: Attendant, head, chin, foot, sip and puff, environmental controls all available
- Crash test compliant tie downs
- RAM mounting system (tablet and swing away tablet holder, mobile phone holder, swing away camera mount, attendant cup holder, action camera holder and cup holder).
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The right wheelchair for:*
- Extreme off-road adventures
- Everyday off-road country living, working and rural productivity
- Active outer urban living.

*Please remember that your wheelchair has electric motors and must NEVER be driven through water, into rivers, creeks and the sea
**Specifications subject to change. Check online for current version
***Various model options excluded

Magic Mobility  +61 3 8791 5600
sales@magicmobility.com.au
Explore with us magicmobility.com.au

“WE’VE BEEN CREATING CUSTOM MADE VEHICLES FOR 25 YEARS, SO THAT YOU CAN LIVE THE LIFE YOU CHOOSE”
Ashley Daff
Director

ATTENTION TO DETAIL
Working together, we can figure out how to make your wheelchair uniquely yours. We know the small touches make a big difference.

BUILT TO LAST
We never compromise on quality. With your wheelchair as your mobility, reliability is paramount. We’d much rather spend time improving our products than repairing them.

ENGINEERED TO THE LAST BOLT
If we think we can make it better, we will. Our in house engineering team are hands on, working side by side with customers and therapists. The entire Magic team work continuously on how we can improve the experience from choosing a Magic Mobility wheelchair to its performance in the places you want to go.

PROUDLY AUSTRALIAN DESIGNED AND ASSEMBLED IN THE USA
We love that our product is made in Australia. We love meeting our customers, hearing their ever changing needs and taking it back to the drawing board.